Citing Online Sources in APA Format

General Information for References Page

- References pages are double spaced with no extra spacing between entries.
- The word References is centered and not bold, italicized, or underlined.
- Arrange all entries alphabetically by author.
- Apply the hanging indent to all entries: first line begins at the margin, subsequent lines begin ½ inch from the margin.

Examples

An Article with DOI assigned


An Article from an Online Article Database – with no DOI assigned

(Note: must look up URL of journal's main web site)


An Article from an Online Periodical - with no DOI assigned


An Article from an Online Newspaper or News Service


An eBook


A Corporate Web Site


An Online Government Publication

Citing Print Sources in APA Format

General Information for References Page

- References pages are double spaced with no extra spacing between entries.
- The word References is centered and not bold, italicized, or underlined.
- Arrange all entries alphabetically by author.
- Apply the hanging indent to all entries: first line begins at the margin, subsequent lines begin ½ inch from the margin.

Examples

Books


Book Chapter


Articles from Print Journals


Newspaper Articles


Encyclopedias


Government Publications


Viderecordings